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Honoring our pain



The Spiral of the work that Reconnects 







Why?



A number of wisdom traditions tell us 
that, paradoxically, healing is found 

where we might least expect it:
in the wound, in the pain, 

in the suffering



“May you have the commitment to 
know what has hurt you, 

to allow it come closer to you, and in 
the end to become one with you.”

St Fintan



“Your defects are the way that glory 
gets manifested.  Whoever sees clearly 

what’s diseased in himself begins to 
gallop on the way…  Self-complacency 
blocks the workmanship. … Don’t turn 

your head.  Keep looking at the 
bandaged place.  That’s where the light 

enters you.”

Rumi



“Ring the bells that still can ring,
Forget your perfect offering.

There’s a crack, a crack in everything;
That’s how the light gets in.”

Leonard Cohen



“We are called not to run from the discomfort, or 
run from the grief, or the feelings of outrage, or even 
fear.  For if we can be fearless with our pain, it turns; 
it doesn’t stay static.  It only doesn’t change if we refuse 
to look at it.  But when we look at it, when we take it in 

our hands, when we can just be with it and keep 
breathing, it turns.  It turns to reveal its other face; 
and the other face of our pain for the world is our 

love for the world; our absolute, inseparable 
connectedness to all life.” 

Joanna Macy



Experiencing pain is an inevitable 
symptom of being alive as sentient beings 

in a world of change.



Experiencing pain is an inevitable 
symptom of being alive as sentient beings 

in a world of change.
While we don’t have a choice about this, 
we do have a choice about how we are 

with and what we do with our pain 



Even though it’s common sense to take 
our finger out of the flame, the thorn 
out of our foot (if it’s possible to do so), 

these teachers (and our own 
experience) tell us that there could be 
something of value in finding a non-
harmful way of being with our pain.



But even if what these wisdom teachers tell us is true, 
it’s hard, and counterintuitive, to turn towards, yet 

alone “lean into,” our pain?

Do we really have to?

Unfortunately, I think we do.  

I don’t think there is any way around it.  
If we want to keep moving on the spiritual path we have 

to find a creative way of being with our pain.  



What if we don’t?



Even if we can fix the pain, we lose some 
potential for healing if we simply avoid 

the experience.
And this has even greater consequences 

with pain that we cannot fix



“Pain + resistance = Suffering”



Unattended pain is bad for our health

• It exhausts us (burnout)
• It can make us ill
• It disconnects us -- from ourselves, 

from others, and from our world



Question: 
Are there ways of being with our pain that 

can sustain rather than drain us?  
That can allow our hearts to stay soft and 

open, even in the most challenging of 
situations?



Three ways of being with pain

Heroic

• Medical model
• “Treat or retreat” (fight, flight, or freeze)
• Trust information, expertise, technology
• A Power over/down model
• Potential for cure



Three ways of being with pain

Wounded Healer

• Mindfulness, Self-knowledge, self-
compassion

• “Being present to” – “Holding” – “Waiting”
• Trust in our own experience and the innate 

healing potential in the other
• An egalitarian model
• Potential for healing



Three ways of being with pain



Deep nature connection



Receptivity



Experiencing 



Allowing, letting be, letting go



Three ways of being with pain

Heroic

• Personal pain that can be fixed

Wounded Healer

• Personal pain than can’t be fixed

Flowing Through

• Overwhelming psychological pain



Three ways of being with pain

Heroic

• Personal pain that can be fixed

Wounded Healer

• Personal pain than can’t be fixed

Flowing Through

• Overwhelming psychological pain
• At attitude and practice that can infuse and inform 

how we approach all kinds of pain



The Flowing Through way of being with pain

• Buddhist Tonglen Meditation

• Joanna Macy’s “Breathing Through Meditation”

• Wolf Wahpepah’s oral teaching 

• The nest in the stream: noticing how nature does it



The Flowing Through way of being with pain

• Realizing (re-membering) our oneness with nature
• Being with a felt-sense of gratitude
• Opening & receiving
• Allowing ourselves to experience the felt-sense of pain in 

our hearts
• Letting this be, just as it is
• Returning to the sensations of the breath-stream
• Noticing that this flowing through is happening all by 

itself
• Releasing all, surrendering all to the flowing through
• Without expectation of any particular outcome
• For the sake of all beings



The flow through of the nest in the 
stream is about an attitude of openness 

to life; 
about the experience of deep connection 

that comes with this;
And about the yearning to act that 

then emerges;
naturally and spontaneously



It’s about 
realizing our deeper identity



Becoming the flow-throughs we already are



Skype exercise



1. What is my de-fault relationship 
with pain?

• Heroic

• Wounded Healer

• Flowing Through



1. What is my de-fault relationship 
with pain?

2. What are the advantages and 
disadvantages of these attitudes and 
behaviors?



1. What is my de-fault relationship 
with pain?

2. What are the advantages and 
disadvantages of these attitudes and 
behaviors?

3. What might/could/would I like to do 
differently?



Remember

• There’s no hierarchy of value here
• Each approach has it’s time and place
• Not about self-blame or judgment 
• I personally operate from all three in any given day 

(probably mostly heroic, sometimes wounded healer, 
and occasionally - not enough - flowing-through)

I find it helpful to be mindful of how I am with my pain 
in any given moment so I’m able to consciously choose 
the mode of being with pain, my own and another’s, 

that I think/feel might be the right/most helpful 
response in & to any given set of circumstances





Monthly Assignment

• Practice Nature-Gratitude and Nest-in-the-Stream 
Meditations (Mp3)

• If helpful, continue to keep a “Gratitude Journal” –
entering at least one thing at the end of each day 
that you feel grateful for

• Continue to visit your sit spot and getting to know the 
neighbors

• Read about, listen to, and practice at least one (in 
addition to Sit spot) of Jon Young’s “Core Routine of 
Deep Nature Connection”



Core Routines of Deep Nature Connection
(Jon Young – “8 Shields Model” or “Coyote Mentoring”)

• Things people do to learn nature’s way
• Not “lessons”
• Not “knowledge”
• Learning habits
• Come as second nature to all human beings
• What Native American peoples call “our original 

instructions”

“Human beings evolved with original instructions designed for 
dynamic awareness of nature.  

If we can inspire practice of these core routines, remembering 
our original instructions will happen on it’s own”

Jon Young



Core Routines of Deep Nature Connection
(Jon Young – “Coyote’s Guide to Connecting with Nature”)

1. Sit spot
2. Expanding sensory awareness
3. Questioning and tracking
4. Animal forms
5. Wandering
6. Mapping
7. Exploring field guides
8. Journaling
9. Survival living
10. Mind’s eye imagining
11. Thanksgiving
12. Story of the day
13. Listening for bird language



Month 5: Self-Compassion Practice

Radhule Weininger PhD


